
 ###  World Press Re-Release  from #1 Humanitarian sent by GOD: CreatorKeith.com 
 Duncan.  Contact USA Atlanta GA International Headquarters +1 770-377-2106 now. 

 SolutionGunControl.com  April 12, 2022  .  This one patent  forever universally 
 secures and protects all world firearms including police and military weapons at one time 
 use our automated free GPS tracking systems reporting through worlds last open public 
 shared database AI Utopia of  FOIA.ONE  .  Now any gun  is fully secured by the keep alive 
 signal sent out using keiths ‘modbus’ TurnOffLights.com standardized communication 
 protocol similar to current most popular Apple ITag. Absolutely nothing else exists on any 
 market place that has value benefit of $2 Trillion USD once all weapons of all descriptions 
 use the same standard shared technology worldwide. Even land minds, aircraft, missiles, 
 drones, computers, rockets, vehicles, planes will use this ONE communication keep alive 
 and GPS tracking technology so each of you knows Exactly where any eDevice is located 
 and who is authorized to operate. 

 Keith also procreated  WorldPTO.org  so any inventor  scientist researcher investor can 
 register any copyright, patent, trademark, website, domains, intellectual property ONE 
 TIME FIRST FILING that is now protected in any and all nations. This result is what Keith 
 procreated at CEOSPACE.NET Feb 2011 when ROSE was most active planning Keith + 
 family be murdered. 

 All current law enforcement groups and NRA.org MUST  deploy all of GOD + Keiths 
 technology methods NOW same as back in Summer of 2011 in Norcross and 
 Marietta GA when all these GOD delivered systems were already on line to each of 
 you. 

 This universal gun control patent replaces all known forms of trigger locks with simple 
 blueTooth Keep Alive failsafe signal sent to your local wifi routers or dedicated 
 communication serviders of  FOIA.ONE  We have already  broadcast to NRA.org and so 
 many lawyers and News Press we lost count of the number of crooks who control our 
 information, our guns, our databases used by super terrorists Robert Dee Rose and 
 Atlanta Based ALexander Cyclone Covey AGILELAW.com that even indicts GBI Director 
 Berry Victor Reynolds at DuncanClaim.org and Federal Judge Raymond T Jackson who 
 criminally held us 848 days based on Cancelled Cobb County TPO 11.1.1171 tied to NO 
 violation of gun possession that was legal based on our current Concealed GA Firearms 
 permit tied to Norfolk VA 4:11cr112 no violation of 18 U.S.C. 922(g)(8) that shows Keiths 
 life in mortal danger from all who violate existing all Constitutional Laws and amendments. 
 CLICK  Amazon.com Gun Trigger Locks  for ancient really not secure technology. None 
 of the existing gun control technology actually prevents our guns from being stolen real 
 time reporting back to WE the OWNERS. 



 This patent gifted to all mortals requires every single gun be registered through 
 FOIA.ONE  using our automatic self Intl Identification  9-19 digit unhackable autoface 
 BIOmetric code for everything. Kennesaw GA has 1984 law that all homes must have a 
 gun. Only 1 home invasion past 40 years. Switzerland required 1.5 year military service 
 requires same ownership same as  WorldSchoolFUND.org  new world education system. 

 Universal standard BlueTruth Trigger Lock is keep alive signal on any device indicates 
 when it is moved or fail-safe signal stops. All authorized operators are emergency notified 
 includes Open Circuit TV of who stole our firearms and immediate self registration of theft 
 and GUN S/N, ballistics pattern, photo sent to responding  K911.pw  police or National 
 Guard. 

 With  TurnOffLights.com  +  LaserTunnel.com  Keiths  technology, anyone can build an 
 electric rail gun shooting any level of projectiles including auto tracking gatlin gun style 
 rubber bullets, nails, paint balls, even stink bombs to mark the intruder. All while being 
 video recorded by keiths  IseeStand.org  open circuit  TV to ensure criminal can not claim 
 they were the victims. 

 This one GODs system deals with snipers and mass genocide bombers like 
 ArmyOfGod.com  shown by  CharlesRogers.org  ChildProtectCoalition.com 
 CCWGuard.org and other anti any crime prevention reversal strategy by YOU. 

 ANY GUN or weapon discovered by anyone without a BTTriggerLock(tm)(c)(Patent) is 
 confiscated by you and sent to local Police Chief to be screened for any crime, registered, 
 and then distributed back to next community leader of  UNIocracy.org 

 registered through worlds last single corporation entity CreatorKeith.com 

 This includes registration use of any military and police firearm and weapon includes 
 cruise missiles and WMD devices such as land mines, and drone swarm attack devices. 
 Use of same Rail Gun technology and laser defense shoot-down defensive methods can 
 not be destroyed once each SolutionHousing.org community manages all aspects of who 
 are risky unstable people now enrolled into Church and Police town hall forum training 
 seminars of  CCWGuard.org  ChildProtectCoalition.com  All other new world 
 UNIocracy.org GODs methods are described at  CreatorKeith.com  Clearinghouse of all 
 criminals and terrorists world use  SolutionMilitary.com SolutionManifesto.com 
 SolutionJudge.com 

 How biblically reality odd that Keith Brent Duncan was charged with possession of 
 a firearm Sept 25, 2011. 

 ###  Keith Brent Duncan.  CEO CreatorKeith.com and all other GODs property. 


